6th African History Day
11 March 2021
History Department, University of Zurich & zoom (hopefully a hybrid event)
Reflecting on African History produced in Switzerland

The last African History Day took place on 9 November 2013 under the title “5th
African History Day: Archives, Methods and Sources” at Basler Africa
Bibliographien. Besides the annual interdisciplinary Researching Africa Day of the
Swiss Society of African Studies, the African History Day has always been a great
opportunity for African historians in Basel and Zurich (and sometimes other parts of
Switzerland) to discuss their projects within the expert community and talk about
current trends and debates in the discipline. The thriving communities of African
historians in Zurich and Basel would like to continue this tradition and after an
eight-year break renew and strengthen our collaboration. We hope that by spring
2021 we will be able to meet for lunch or dinner and have online and live
presentations. If not the event will take place via zoom.
We invite you to present your research projects and by doing so reflect on a common
topic as we did on archives in 2013 with Carolyn Hamilton. This time we would like
to focus on collaborations with African partners.
There has been a constructive debate about who writes and reads African History,
who reclaims it and what silences have occurred as well as wider debates on
rethinking African Humanities.1 Theory from the South has had a deep impact on
the humanities in general and more and more inspiring studies occur that raise
awareness for how knowledge production can benefit from using African
terminology or concepts.2
Situating ourselves in this debate, advanced MA students, PhD candidates, postdocs
and senior scholars are invited to present papers on their current projects by
critically reflecting on how they produce knowledge about African history here in
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Switzerland. The focus thereby lies on methodological questions that should allow
for in-depth discussions with the scientific community. How much time do you
spend in Africa? What opportunities and constraints do funding schemes in
Switzerland bring to fieldwork? How do you collaborate with African colleagues,
translators and mediators? How do you bring the produced knowledge back to
Africa? How useful is the interdisciplinary approach in historical knowledge
production? How historical knowledge produced is communicated and for whose
benefit? Where do you publish your research? How do you address an African
audience/readership?
Please submit an abstract (ca. 500 words) to Tanja Hammel (Tanja.Hammel@unibas.ch) by 21
February 2021. Current planning is for the workshop to take place in Zurich with
participants in physical attendance apart from those currently conducting fieldwork (zoom).
This will be monitored and any adjustments communicated to participants in accordance
with the public health situation.

